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Investigation Analysis of Formal ELV Treatment Sector in China 
Shuhan Hu 
In order to comprehensively understand the Formal ELV Treatment Sector in China, this study not 
only collected and reviewed the existing literatures but also conducted the field investigations 
between August, 2011 and July, 2012. The existing literatures include relevant statistics yearbooks 
like China Auto Market Almanac, China Automobile industry Yearbook and China Resource 
Recycling Yearbook, investigation reports from authorized organization like China National 
Resources Recycling Association (CRRA), China Automotive Technology & Research Center 
(CATARC) and China Automotive Engineering Research Institute Co., Ltd (CAERI) as well as 
consulting firms, relevant research articles and local government`s documents. The field 
investigations include field observations, questionnaire survey on the licensed processors and in 
depth interviews with the key representatives of the sector.  
 
Definition of formal ELV treatment sector  
Due to the complex and multifaceted nature of the formal and the informal sector, different fields 
(e.g., labor economics, sociology, finance, macroeconomics, statistics or criminology) give them a 
different meaning. There is no single definition of the formal and informal sector that could serve 
all these domains. Therefore, researchers gave up trying to formulate a unique definition, but 
instead, they have attempted to define the formal and informal sectors in accordance with the 
problem at hand  
The study of Godfrey (2011) shows that researchers (most are macro-organizational scholars) 
either focus on legal status of activities or exchanges to cut at the joints between formal and 
informal economic activity or focus on the use of bureaucratic or non-bureaucratic forms of 
organization and governance. Godfrey (2011) also pointed out that the various manifestations of 
legal status and organizational form collapse into two broad dimensions: external compliance (legal 
status) and internal governance (organizational form). Table1 describes the formal and informal 
sectors based on these dimensions. 
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Table 1 The Formal and Informal Economies
1
 
 
Source: Godfrey, Paul C (2011). Toward a Theory of the Informal Economy, The Academy of 
Management Annals 5(1): pp 231–277, p.254. 
 
According to the problem of ELV treatment in China, the element of “Legal registration of 
business” is adopted to characterize the formal ELV treatment sector in this research. It refers to the 
ELV treatment activities conducted by licensed processors. 
 
                                                        
1
 Formal and informal sectors are also called formal and informal economies 
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Development history of the formal sector 
Establishment period 
It is widely believed that ELVs have generated in China gradually since 1950. Hiraiwa (2011) 
inferred that small-sized ELV dismantling and recycling businesses were conducted by state-owned 
enterprises in China from 1960 to 1970.  
During the beginning of 1980s, the ELV population in China was just over 2 million. From 1980 
to 1983 the central government issued a series of documents regarding vehicle replacement and 
ELV treatment under the instruction of the State Council which is called “Gradually replacing low 
fuel-efficient motor vehicle to save fuel”. These documents specified the procedures for vehicle 
replacement, ELV take-back, replacement vehicle types, subsidy sources, ELV treatment 
organizations, ELV discarding steps and procedures, ELV purchase price, etc. In these documents, 
ELV tack-back and dismantling was clearly positioned as the business of the metal recycling 
enterprises belonging to the government’s materials department. In another words, the central 
government established the role of the local metal recycling enterprises (also called the material 
recycling enterprise) appointed by the materials department exclusively as a monopoly on 
collection of ELVs generated at city level.  In addition, it is also prescribed that the appointed 
metal recycling enterprises should dismantle and treat the collected ELVs as scrap metal without 
delay and are not allowed to assemble vehicles by ELV parts. 
In the 1980s, the central government’s documents clearly stated which enterprises can operate 
ELV treatment business in the formal sector and specified a series of related rules. Thus, the 1980s 
is generally acknowledged as the period where the formal ELV treatment sector in China has 
established.  
Period of elementary development  
In the 1990s, the situation of the formal sector monopolized by the metal recycling enterprises of 
material department changed. Another two types of state-owned enterprises also were permitted to 
enter the formal ELV treatment sector successively. They are the key state-owned enterprises under 
the jurisdiction of metal recycling department of ministry of metallurgical industry and the supply 
and marketing cooperatives bearing the function of household waste recovery. Hiraiwa (2011) 
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guesses that this change indicated that attention began to be focused on the profitability of ELV 
treatment in the formal sector with the increasing of the importance of ELVs as a source of scrap 
metal
2
 . As the “Management measures for ELV Take-back” implemented in 1995, a tripartite 
status was formed in the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector, consisting of processors from the 
material department, the ministry of metallurgical industry and the supply and marketing 
cooperatives.  
China Auto market Almanac (1996-1997) presented a rough status of the Chinese formal ELV 
treatment sector at that time. It was stated that there were more than 700 enterprises, over 40,000 
fixed employees (12,000 professional technicians), total site area being 150,000 square meters, and 
treatment capacity covering over 500,000 ELVs per year. The industry survey conducted in October 
1996 (China Auto market Almanac 1998) divided the approximately 700 enterprises into three types. 
The first type is the one with rich capital, high dismantling capacity and large treatment amount. 
There were approximately 100 enterprises (accounts for 14.29% of the total number) which were 
mainly located in large cities such as municipalities or cities specifically designated in the state 
plan
3 
with a large amount of vehicle ownership. The second type consisting of those whose capital, 
dismantling capacity and treatment amounts are at common level, had approximately 200 
enterprises (accounts for 28.57% of the total number) belonging to it. The third type with low 
dismantling capacity and small treatment amount consisted of approximately 300 enterprises 
(accounts for 57.16% of the total number) belonging to it which are distributed in the prefecture 
cities of each province. From these, it can be seen that the gaps among enterprises in the formal 
sector existed and these are considered as results from the gap of car ownership and the gap of ELV 
generation among regions.  
In conclusion, not only the industrial structure was formed, but also the gap among enterprises in 
the industry was generated in the 1990s. From this, it is regarded as the period of elementary 
development. 
                                                        
2
 平岩幸弘.2011. “モータリゼーション：中国の自動車リサイクル産業.” Pp145-157 in 中国
環境ハンドブック 2011-2012版. p.147 
3
 The city specifically designated in the state plan enjoys provincial first-class economic 
management authority. There are five such cities in China now, namely Sheng zhen, Dalin, Qingdao, 
Ningbo and Xiamen. 
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Period of slow development with regulation 
In June, 2001, the State Council issued Decree No.307 which is the highest law concerning ELV 
treatment in China today. The law established the qualification certification system of ELV 
treatment processors in China formally on the basis of “Provisional Administrative Measures on 
Qualification Certification for ELV Treatment Enterprises” which was implemented in October, 
1997. The enactment of Decree No.307 is regarded as a significant mile stone in the process of 
regularization of Chinese ELV treatment industry
4
. 
The survey conducted by China National Resources Recycling Association (CRRA) that shows 
the total dismantling capacity of the investigated 730 ELV treatment processors was 970 thousand 
ELVs in 2000, whereas the total number of ELVs generated in the same year was only 580 thousand 
ELVs
5
.  Decree No.307 also emphasized that the number of processors should be controlled to 
solve the overcapacity problem. Later, the total amount controlling program for the number of ELV 
treatment processor was launched in September with the aim to develop concentrated and large 
scale businesses through the limited number of ELV treatment processors in China. As a general 
rule, the number of ELV treatment processors should not exceed 2-4 enterprises in the municipality, 
1-2 enterprises in the city specifically designated in the state plan, 1 enterprise in the 
prefecture-level city and the countrywide number should be controlled under 367 enterprises.  
 In response to this, the number of enterprises in the formal sector decreased to 356 enterprises in 
2003. Although the number declined by over 50%, it did not change the situation of dispersed and 
small-size operation in the formal sector of many cities in actuality. Because there had already been 
a variable number of formal ELV treatment processors existing in many cities before the total 
number controlling program was launched. For preventing the conflicts of employment and 
existence, the local government just banded the ELV treatment processors of all size into a nominal 
enterprise and made them all become stakeholders in the enterprise to respond the national 
compulsory regulation. The central government was likely to realize this problem and has seemed 
to relax the number control since 2006. It can be proved by the data as shown in Table 2.  
                                                        
4
 中国物资再生协会. 2002. 中国报废汽车回收拆解业现状与展望.p.13 
5
 中国物资再生协会. 2002. 中国报废汽车回收拆解业现状与展望.p.13 
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According to Auto Market Alliance 2011, 9 ELV treatment enterprises with the treatment amount 
of over 10 thousand ELVs emerge firstly in 2010, and there are 32 enterprises with the treatment 
amount of over 5 thousand ELVs (6.2% of the total number of licensed processors) and 202 
enterprises with the treatment amount of over 1 thousand ELVs (39.15 % of the total number of 
licensed processors). The number of ELVs treated by the enterprises with the treatment amount of 
over 1 thousand ELVs accounts for 84.26% of the total number. Comparing the data in 1997 as 
shown in the previous section, it can be seen that not only the general business scale of the licensed 
processors enlarged but also the gap among enterprises in the formal sector has been widened. The 
author thinks it indicates that the development of the formal ELV treatment sector shows a gradual 
trend of centralization. On the other hand, the development of the formal sector lags far behind the 
increase of ELV generation. According to the survey, the total treatment amount of the investigated 
730 processors in 2000 accounts for 62% of the ELV actually generated at the same year, whereas 
the corresponding proportion in 2010 was only 40.60%.Thus, this decade is called “Period of Slow 
development” in this research.  
 
Table 2 Number of Licensed Processors, Collection Points, Employees in the Chinese Formal 
ELV Treatment Sector from 2006 to 2010 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Number of licensed processors 356 Over 380 Over 400 497 516
Number of ELV collection points Over1000 Over1000 Over1000 2175 Over 2000
Number of employees in the
formal ELV treatment sector
Not provided Close to 30,000 Over 20,000 28600 Over 30,000
 
Date source: The data of 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010 are from Auto Market Alliance 2006-2007, 2008, 
2010, 2011; the data of 2007 are from Chinese Resource Recycling Yearbook 2008 
 
Note: The number of licensed processors published formally online by government is only 356 which 
acquired their licenses in 2003. The data in the table are not the official data released by government 
formally, but those from Auto Market Alliance and Chinese Resource Recycling Yearbook both of which 
were published by the authoritative press in China, so the author thinks those data are relatively reliable 
and can reflect the situation of the formal sector to a certain extent. 
 
As stated above, the salient characteristic of the formal sector’s development history is that it has 
been established, formed and improved under the government’s discipline based on the relevant 
regulations. In this way, the formal ELV treatment processors have changed from the stated-owned 
enterprises in the era of planned economy to the licensed enterprises today, most of which still keep 
their stated-owned character to some extent. The regional monopoly and oligopolistic markets of 
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ELV treatment have been also formed in the formal sector.   
 
Sources of ELVs in the formal sector 
ELV treated in formal sector of China comes mainly from one source: consumption. Import of 
compressed piece of scrap automobile
6
 has been permitted in ZhangJia Gang Resource Recycling 
Park from 29th, October, 2010, but it is just a pilot program and in the strict meaning compressed 
piece of scrap automobile does not belong to ELV. Hence, the author considers that the import 
cannot be identified a source of ELVs in the Chinese formal sector. 
In terms of ELV supplier, state-owned ELVs account for about 70% -80% in the formal sector 
while the percentage of private vehicles is low according to interviews with licensed ELV treatment 
processors conducted by this research. This is mainly because the consumers of state-owned unites 
have to deliver their ELVs to licensed processors to get scrapping certificate necessary for replacing 
them, whereas, private consumers prefer to sell their ELVs to buyers of the informal sector to get 
higher revenue.  
According to the interviews, this research also found that the number of ELVs treated by licensed 
processors changes greatly year by year which is greatly influenced by relevant government 
policies such as scrap subsidy, yellow-label vehicle
7
 mandatory retirement policy, “Ten cities, 
Thousand new energy vehicles” program which accelerate gasoline vehicle retirement, etc.  
Thus, it can be concluded that the guarantee for source of ELVs in the formal sector depends on 
government and its policies. If the licensed processors do not improve their market competitiveness 
and increase ELV purchase price, they will lose much rate of ELV source as the consumption of 
private vehicles in China has increased rapidly year by year 
In terms of ELV type, Fig.1 shows the related statistic data from 2005 to 2010. It can be observed 
that the proportion of trucks and buses is decreasing while the proportion of cars is increasing.  
Fig.2 presents the fast growth of car sales and car market share from 1995 to 2009. The author 
believes that this is the major reason why the proportion of cars in ELVs is increasing and estimates 
that the ratio of end-of-life cars in ELVs of the formal sector will continue to increase as the 
                                                        
6
 It refer to scrap automobile which has been compressed after dismantling safety airbag, storage 
battery, fire extinguisher and sealed pressure container as well as engine oil, gear oil, fuel gas and 
cooling fluid according to Entry-exit Inspection & Quarantine of the People's Republic of China. 
7
 Yellow-label vehicles are those that do not meet the Euro I emission standard, which was 
adopted in China in 1992. 
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consumption of cars growing.  
 
 
Fig. 1 Number of End-of-Life Truck, Bus and Car and Their ratio of the Total ELVs Treated 
in Formal Sector of China from 2005 to 2010 
Data source: Author`s elaboration according to the data from CRRA 
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Fig. 2 Market share for cars and car sales in China from 1995 to 2009 
Data source: Author`s elaboration according to the data from China Automotive Industry Yearbook 
1996~2010 
 
Main actors in the formal sector 
Fig.3 shows the main actors in the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector, as ELV owner, licensed 
ELV recycling and dismantling enterprises, maker of iron and steel, vehicle repairer and agency of 
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public security management. 
One salient characteristic of Chinese formal ELV treatment sector is that there is almost no 
professional shredder available for ELVs (Wang & Chen, 2012
8
, China Auto Market Almanac 
2010
9
).From Fig. 3, this characteristic can also be observed. One Chinese ELV treatment processor 
in the formal sector (called licensed ELV recycling and dismantling enterprises in China) is always 
playing all the roles of collecting, dismantling and shredding.  
Besides, vehicle manufacturer plays an essential role in ELV treatment, especially the disposal of 
ASR (Automobile Shredder Residue)
10
 in the motorized countries like Japan and EU (Zhao & 
Chen, 2011
11
; Kanari, Pineau, & Shallari, 2000
12
), whereas Chinese vehicle manufacturers are 
rarely involved in ELV treatment. According to the interview with Chinese vehicle manufacturers, 
this research found that they are busy in researching on how to select more environmental-friendly 
material as well as designing more easily-dismantled vehicles, and have neither time nor energy for 
considering how to disposal their vehicles when their service lifetime ends. 
 
                                                        
8
 Wang, Junjun, and Ming Chen. 2012. “Management status of end-of-life vehicles and 
development strategies of used automotive electronic control components recycling industry in 
China.” Waste management & research : the journal of the International Solid Wastes and Public 
Cleansing Association, ISWA 30(11):1198–207. p. 1198 
9
 China Auto Market Almanac 2010. 2010.China Commercial Press, Beijing. p.222 
10
 ASR (Automotive Shredder Residue), which is sometimes referred to as car fluff or auto 
shredder fluff, is the material left after a vehicle has been dismantled and shredded, and reusable 
parts and metals have been removed. 
11
 Zhao, Qinghua, and Ming Chen. 2011. “A comparison of ELV recycling system in China and 
Japan and China’s strategies.” Resources, Conservation and Recycling 57:15–21. p.16 
12
 Kanari, N, J L Pineau, and S Shallari. 2000. “End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling in the European 
Union.” JOM 2000(8):15–19. p.18 
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Source: Author`s elaboration based on Article 10 to Article 15 of Decree No. 307 
 
Status of licensed ELV treatment processors 
Business contents 
A generalized flow diagram indicating a representative ELV processing structure and associated 
materials streams in the formal sector is provided in Fig.4. As Fig.4 shows, the main business 
contents of the common licensed ELV treatment processes in China currently include towing, 
checking, removing, dismantling, separating, mechanical treating (cutting, wrapping, pressing, 
shredding), and land filling or incinerating. Dismantling and separating in China mainly rely on 
manual operation because of the low cost of labor, while they are generally automatic in Japan and 
Europe (Zhao & Chen, 2011
13
, Kanari et al., 2000
14
). 
The study of Wang Chengtao and Chen Ming (2007) described the processes of ELV dismantling, 
part selling and shredding in the formal sector as follows. Most of ELVs in China are dismantled 
manually with pneumatic and electric tools and oxyacetylene cutting. The dismantling processing is 
random and unreasonable. For example, in order to dismantle a part for sale, the connection or other 
parts around it may be destroyed possibly. The secondary-parts are sold without any inspection and 
                                                        
13
 Zhao, Qinghua, and Ming Chen. 2011. “A comparison of ELV recycling system in China and 
Japan and China’s strategies.” Resources, Conservation and Recycling 57:15–21. p.16 
14
 Kanari, N, J L Pineau, and S Shallari. 2000. “End-of-Life Vehicle Recycling in the European 
Union.” JOM 2000(8):15–19. p.17 
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processing, partly because buyers would like to see the condition of ELV from which the part is 
dismantled and determine its quality and price, and partly because the licensed processors have no 
capability of processing and inspecting. Shredding process is simplified to cutting metals into big 
pieces for convenient transportation other than to grind into fist-like pieces
15
. The situation almost 
remains the same according to the field investigation of this research in 2011 and 2012. From this, it 
can be seen that the ELV treatment in the formal sector of China is low value-added and inefficient. 
 
 
 
Source: Author`s elaboration in accordance with the field investigations 
 
                                                        
15
 Wang, Chengtao, and Ming Chen. 2007. “Sustainable Recycling of ELV in China.” Pp. 17–30 
In: Günther Seliger (Ed.) Sustainability in Manufacturing, Berlin Germany. p.18 
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Waste disposal and environmental protection 
The environmental burdens associated to ELVs are numerous
16
. To begin with, soil and air 
contaminations can occur through leakages of fluids during the disassembly process. Furthermore, 
hazardous substances such as mercury and lead that are very harmful to the environment may be 
released during the shredding and disposal operations. In addition, presently significant proportions 
of ASR and tires have been sent to landfill or incinerated, which represents further source of 
pollution. Various investigations show that the status of waste disposal and environmental 
protection of the Chinese formal ELV treatment processors is not optimistic.  
Guangzhou Environmental Protection Bureau investigated 10 licensed ELV treatment processors 
and investigation results are as follows: (1) The hazardous wastes like waste lead-acid batteries, 
waste oil and liquid from ELVs were generally collected and delivered to other processors but some 
treatment processors do not have certification. (2) The strictly controlled wastes
17 
were disposed at 
will and cannot be tracked. (3) three fifths of processors do not have waste water treatment facilities 
and discharge the waste water directly. (4) There were no processors whose examined 10 
multinomial character pollutants in soil were all appropriate to the standards, especially oil 
pollutants were far beyond the standard, the most one was over 2520 times and the least one was 
over 99.5 times. This indicates that a large amount of remaining various fuel and lubricant oil 
streamed from ELVs and end up in soil in the dismantling process and causes serious soil pollution. 
Zhou Wang et al. (2009) investigated three types of Chinese ELV treatment processors, which 
consist of 3 informal processors (called A type), 9 backward/common licensed processors (called B 
type) and 3 advanced licensed processors (called C type). They summarized disposal situation of 
hazardous wastes as Table 3 shows. It could be seen that A type and B type is almost at the same 
level in the hazardous waste disposal. For the treatment of ASR, the regular landfill of ASR is very 
few and the licensed processors mostly agreed with the farmers and sent to them for private 
treatment according to the author’s interviews. It could be said consistent with the investigation 
results of Zhou Wang et al. (2009) as shown in Table 3. 
                                                        
16
 Staudinger, Jeff, and Gregory A Keoleian. 2001. “Management of End-of Life Vehicles 
( ELVs ) in the US.”p.21 
17
 The strictly controlled waste include sponge, patch, waste tires, waste bulb light tube, waste 
plastics, circuit boards, discarded airbags, abandoned three-way catalytic conversion devices, 
automotive electronic control devices and non-metallic materials from ELVs. 
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Ming Chen el al. (2009) also pointed out that improper disposal of hazardous substance is 
common in the manual dismantling processes of China. Lead, cadmium, mercury, hexavalent 
chromium and other heavy metals which are not in the form of parts are usually discarded as 
common waste, which easily causes heavy metal pollution. It was also discovered that most 
licensed processors are in lack of pretreatment technologies such as detonation and disassembly of 
airbag, identification of prohibited substances, etc., specialized facilities for environmental 
protection such as collection and treatment facilities for waste liquids, oil and water separation 
facilities, separate collection facilities of waste water, etc. as well as environmental protection 
measures such as ground seepage control measures
18
. 
According to the investigation report published by Toyota Tsusho Corporation (2011)
19
, there are 
no professional processors for disposing Freon and waste liquid from dismantlers. The majority of 
dismantlers release of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) randomly which lead to air pollution and let waste 
fluids leaking into the ground which lead to soil pollution. Furthermore, the waste copper wires 
from dismantlers are burned in open yards and it also causes serious pollution. In response to these 
problems, the government has implemented Environmental Protection Technical Specifications for 
Disassembly of ELVs since April, 2007. However, it was found that there is almost no 
corresponding dismantler and most of the licensed processors operate illegally
20
. 
The above investigation results are consistent with the field investigations of this research 
conducted in 2011 and 2012. 
In conclusion, the secondary pollution from the most licensed ELV treatment processors in China 
is severe due to improper waste disposal and insufficient environmental countermeasures. 
 
 
 
                                                        
18
 Chen, Ming, and Fan Zhang. 2009. “End-of-life vehicle recovery in China: Consideration and 
innovation following the EU ELV directive.” JOM Journal of the Minerals, Metals and Materials  
61(3):45–52. p.46 
19
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社.p.25 
20
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社. p.25 
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Table 3 Status of Hazardous Wastes Disposal of Chinese ELV Treatment 
Hazardo
us wastes 
Requiremen
ts 
A type
21
 B type
22
 C type
23
 
Dispos
al status 
Disposal rout 
Dispos
al status 
Disposal rout 
Dispos
al status 
Disposal rout 
Receive
r 
Pri
ce 
Receive
r 
Price 
Receive
r 
Pri
ce 
Liquid 
collection, 
storage, 
disposal 
▲~× Unclear -- ●~× Unclear -- ●~▲ Unclear -- 
Battery 
collection, 
storage, 
disposal 
●~▲ 
To 
processor 
0~
+ 
●~▲ 
To 
processor 
0~+ ● 
To 
processor 
0~
+ 
Freon 
collection, 
storage, 
disposal 
× Unclear -- ▲~× 
To 
processor 
Uncle
ar 
●~▲ 
To 
processor 
0~
+ 
ASR 
collection, 
storage, 
disposal 
× Mess -- ●~× Mess -- ●~▲ Landfill -- 
Data source:『中国の廃車解体システムに関する研究─認証解体企業と非認証解体企業に対する
ヒアリング結果を中心として』24 
 
Note: 1) ● Proper disposal, ▲ Insufficient disposal, × Improper disposal;  2) In some case, the receivers 
are paid. 
 
                                                        
21
 The site area and treatment amount of A type is less than 10,000 m
2 
and below 1,000 ELVs per 
year. 
22
 The site area and treatment amount of B type is approximately 10,000~50,000 m
2 
and 
approximately 1,000~3,000 ELVs per year. 
23
 The site area and treatment amount of C type is approximately 10,000~50,000 m
2 
and 
approximately 3,000~4,500 ELVs per year. 
24
 王舟, 小幡範雄.2009. “中国の廃車解体システムに関する研究─認証解体企業と非認証
解体企業に対するヒアリング結果を中心として.” 政策科学 16 (2):41-49. p.44 
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Advanced processors and backward processors 
The lecture presented by China Car Technical Research Center (2011) describes the status quo of 
the advanced processors and the backward processors in the formal sector according to its 
investigations in 2010
25
. The description is consistent with the field investigations of this research 
conducted in 2011 and 2012. The advanced processors have constructed closed or semi-closed 
dismantling workshops, introduced assembly dismantling equipments or fine dismantling platforms, 
and advanced the facilities such as storage space, workshop, shelves for part classifying, storage, 
etc.. Their ability of waste oil and liquid reusing as well as part storage and processing has been 
improved. For the environmental protection countermeasures, they not only paved the ground of 
dismantling workshop and took ground seepage control measures, but also adopted oil-water 
separating facilities, waste liquid collection facilities, refrigerant collection facilities and airbag 
detonation apparatuses. Fig.5 shows the photos taken in one advanced processor. It could be seen 
that the standards of equipments and facilities of ELV treatment and environment protection in the 
Chinese advanced enterprises is not lower the general level of the motorized countries. 
 In contrary, the backward processors do not pave the ground of dismantling workshop and store 
ELVs disorderly. They only use simple oxygen-torch cutting equipments to dismantle ELVs in an 
open yard as the photo of Fig.6 shows. They also do not have professional treatment facilities for 
waste liquid collecting, ELV dismantling, material sorting, and shredding. The recyclable products 
are not classified carefully. The situation of backward processors reflects the status of the majority 
of Chinese licensed ELV treatment processors, called the common picture of Chinese licensed ELV 
treatment processors in the report of Toyota Tsusho Corporation (2011)
26
. 
                                                        
25
 China Car Technical Research Center. 2011. “The present situation and new development of 
Chinese ELV treatment.” Lecturer: Yuke Li. The 6
th
 Forum on China-Japan Energy Conservation 
and Environmental Protection,Beijing,2011.11.26 
26
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社. p.25 
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Source: China Car Technical Research Center. 2011. “The present situation and new development of 
Chinese ELV treatment.” Lecturer: Yuke Li. The 6th Forum on China-Japan Energy Conservation and 
Environmental Protection,Beijing,2011.11.26 
 
Business scale 
In general, business scale of the licensed ELV treatment processors is small in China. In 2010, there 
are approximately 60% of processors whose treatment amount is less than 1,000 ELVs per year and 
only 9 processors whose treatment amount is over 10,000 ELVs per year which just account for 
1.7 % of the total number as shown in Fig.7. Fig.8 indicates the distribution of the licensed ELV 
treatment processors in China at the year of 2010 according to the list from CRRA. It could be seen 
that the largest number of the licensed ELV treatment processors are located in the mid-south areas 
of China, followed by northwestern and eastern areas, and finally by the southwestern areas with 
the smallest number. Fig.9 shows the ELV treatment amount of Chinese licensed processors from 
2005 to 2008 and 2010. It could be seen that the formal ELV treatment amount is concentrated in 
Shanghai, Guangdong, Shandong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Sichuan which are all coastal economy 
seminary area except Sichuan. Meanwhile, it is notable that the ELV treatment amount of the same 
region varies a lot in different years. From the three figures it could be concluded that the gap of 
licensed ELV treatment processor’s business scale among regions and among enterprises are both 
Fig. 6 A glance of backward processors Fig. 5 A glance of advanced processors 
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large in China. 
 
 
 
 
Data source: China National Resources Recycling Association (CRRA) 
 
 
 
 
Data source: Author`s elaboration based on data from CRRA 
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Fig. 5 Number of the Chinese Licensed ELV Treatment Processors with Different 
Business Scale in 2010 
Fig. 6  Distribution of the Licensed ELV Treatment Processors in China in 2010 
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Fig. 7 Numbers of ELVs Treated in Formal Sector at Province-level Regions of China in 
2005~2008 and 2010 
Data source: Author`s elaboration according to the data from CRRA 
 
Expenses, Revenues and Profit  
Expenses 
ELV Purchase Price 
According to Article 19 of Decree No. 307, the licensed processors should set the ELV purchase 
price based on the value of its metals, taking the market prices of scrap metals for reference. Table 4 
shows the ELV purchase prices and pricing methods adopted by the licensed processors in the five 
investigated regions. It could be seen that the price difference among these five regions is not 
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significant. It is generally acknowledged that the average purchase price of ELVs in the formal 
sector is approximately 500 RMB per ton according to the field investigation of this research and 
the investigation of Toyota Tsusho Corporation (2011)
27
. It is much lower than the market prices of 
scrap metals in actuality. According to the estimation of ELV material value in Auto Market 
Almanac 2011, the average market price of scrap iron & steel and nonferrous metals was 
approximately 2,600 RMB per ton and 12,000 RMB per ton respectively in 2010
28
. It is 
conceivable that the low ELV purchase price in the formal sector results from the low profit of the 
licensed processors (The detailed analysis on the profit will be presented in the following section) 
and the limited number of ELVs passing into the formal sector. Thus, the central government has set 
the low pricing standards for the formal sector to avoid a destructive price war among the licensed 
processors and keep the interests of each licensed processor at a certain but similar level.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
27
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社.p.32 
28
 China Auto Market Almanac 2011. 2011.China Commercial Press, Beijing. 
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Table 4 ELV Purchase Price in the Formal Sector 
Regions Purchase price Pricing standard 
Beijing Municipality 
Upper and lower 0%~30% than 
350 RMB per ton 
According to the national 
standard released by State Price 
Control Bureau in 1993 
Shanghai 
Municipality 
300 RMB per ton for small trucks, 
small buses and cars;400 RMB per 
ton for large trucks and buses 
According to the national 
standard released by State Price 
Control Bureau in 1993 
Changchun Capital 
City of Jilin Province 
500 RMB per ton 
According to the city standard 
presently implemented 
Guangzhou Capital 
City of Guangdong 
Province 
500 ~550 RMB per ton. 
According to the city standard 
presently implemented 
Wenzhou City of 
Zhejiang Province 
500 RMB per ton for vehicles less 
than 3 tons;700 RMB per ton for 
vehicles more than 3 tons 
According to the national 
standard released by State Price 
Control Bureau in 1995 
Source: Author`s elaboration based on the field investigations carried out in 2010 and 2011 
  
However, there are also a few local governments which have recognized that the ELV purchase 
price should not be controlled administratively. The notice issued by Hunan Provincial Price 
Control Bureau in 2006 stated that competent authorities at all levels should not control the 
purchase price of ELVs since the price has no longer been within the jurisdiction of national pricing 
and national guidance. According to the notice, the processors may consult with the owners on ELV 
purchase price based on the relevant regulation in Decree No. 307. When the agreement cannot be 
reached, two solutions were proposed in the notice. One is that municipal price department states 
the pricing principles acceptable to both side of the trade. Another is that two sides entrust the 
assessment of the ELV’s value to the price certification bodies established by the government. This 
indicates with the development of market economy in China, the government pricing and guidance 
pricing system for ELV purchasing in the formal sector has become ineffective. 
In spite of it, because of the low profit of ELV treatment in the formal sector, the ELV purchase 
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price provided by the licensed processors is still hard to reach the amount that owner expected 
actually. 
 
Cost of towing ELV 
According to the interviews with the licensed processors, the cost of towing ELV is not a negligible 
part of their total expenses. The cost of towing a 1.5 tons end-of-life car in China was stated to 
account for 7% of the total expenses (Bei et al., 2009)
29
. This is also considered to be a reason why 
the licensed processors do not collect the local ELVs beyond a certain distance. According to the 
interviews, there is an unwritten custom in the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector, that the local 
licensed processors only collect the local ELVs at city level. 
 
Processing costs 
In this research, processing costs refer to the costs of ELV processing that are related to the 
processor`s activities of ELV treatment (excluding the activity of towing ELV and processing 
recyclable materials). The processing costs can be classified into variable costs such as the labor 
costs, energy consumption costs during processing ELV, etc. and fixed costs such as location rental, 
maintenance fee, etc. for processing ELV. 
According to the survey on the licensed processors, the labor costs and fixed costs including 
location rental, maintenance fee, etc. account for approximately 60% and 35% of the total 
processing costs respectively. The largest share of labor costs in the processing costs reflects the 
fact that the processing in the formal sector mainly relies on manual operation, as mentioned in 
“Business contents” of “Status of licensed ELV treatment processors”.  
Due to manual operation, the efficiency of overall dismantling ELV of Chinese licensed processors 
is very low. In general, it is only 2 ELVs per day per worker, i.e.4 hours for dismantling one ELV 
per worker at 8 hours a day according to field investigations of this research and the investigation of 
Toyota Tsusho Corporation
30
, while it only takes 7-10 minutes per ELV by using the first class 
                                                        
29
 Seeing Table 7  
30
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社.p.25 
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professional dismantling equipments in the world
31
. Toyota Tsusho Corporation stated that if the 
Chinese processor adopted Japanese dismantling line and professional equipments, it could reach 
4-6 ELVs per day per worker
32
 which is 2-3 times than the current dismantling efficiency of the 
Chinese licensed processors. 
According to the interviews conducted by this research, “basic salary plus treatment commission” 
is the common method of wage payment to operating workers adopted by licensed processors. The 
treatment commission is usually calculated by the weight of dismantled ELV. The reason for the 
existence of basic salary is said to be the number of ELVs which need to treat fluctuate significantly 
from month to month. The basic salary is used to retain the operating workers when there are no or 
few ELVs to treat in a certain month. 
 
Waste disposal fee 
Bei et al. (2009)
33
 stated the unit waste disposal fee of ELV in China to be 170 RMB per ton and 
calculated the waste disposal fees of a 1.5 tons end-of-life car in China to be 15 RMB which only 
accounts for 0.58% of the total expenses. The weight ratio of the waste in “ELV dismantling and 
material recycling” (Shaotie Bei et al., 2009) was calculated by subtracting the weight ratio of 
recyclable materials and reused parts
34
. It is clear that the waste in “ELV dismantling and material 
recycling” (Bei et al., 2009) includes chlorofluorocarbon (CFC), airbag and dismantling loss. 
According to the estimation of Shaohai Long in China Auto Market Almanac 2011, the average 
weight ratio of dismantling loss and other waste occupies 5.17% and 3.54% in the total weight of 
ELVs respectively and the unit disposal costs of other waste, chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) & airbag 
are stated to be 50 RMB per ton in China at the year of 2010. Doubtlessly, the waste disposal fees 
vary among different regions in China. However, no matter 170RMB per ton or 50 RMB per ton, 
the unit waste disposal fees are considered to be low in present China, comparing to motorized 
                                                        
31
 莫尼塔（上海）投资发展有限公司.汽车拆解业务是行业新的投资线索,2012-7-11,p.3 
32
 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社.p.75 
33
 貝紹軼主編/周全法・龍少海副主編.2009.汽車報廃拆解与材料回収利用.化学 
工業出版社,北京. 
34
 Seeing Table7 
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countries.  
 According to the field investigation of Hiraiwa (2009), some licensed processors claimed that 
there are no waste from ELV and some licensed processors just left the waste out at the yard. The 
interviews conducted in April, 2011 by this research show that a lot of licensed processors choose to 
pay local farmers for dealing with the waste due to the low fee. However, in reality it is very 
difficult to ensure the government oversight of the waste treatment carried out by local farmers.  
From the experiences of motorized countries, changing regulations and the reduction in the 
availability of landfill capacity has increased ASR disposal costs. It is also generally acknowledged 
that a further challenge to the disposal of ASR is that the quantities produced are likely to increase 
as the number of vehicles scrapped each year increases and the proportion of plastics contained 
increase dramatically. Therefore, although the disposal costs of waste from ELV are very low in 
China at present, they must increase in the future as the availability of waste landfill capacity is 
decreasing, the ELV population is increasing and the environmental awareness is improving. 
 
Taxes 
From the aspect of taxation, the most salient characteristic of licensed ELV treatment processors is 
that it is difficult for them to acquire input value added tax (VAT) touching output VAT since the 
owners cannot provide invoices for their ELVs. Therefore, it is widely regarded in China that if the 
special preferential taxation policies did not provide for the licensed ELV treatment processors, it 
would result in a heavier tax burden on them than other types of processors. According to the local 
commerce bureau of Zhejiang Province the average tax rate of VAT paid by the local licensed 
processors of reached 15% in 2009 and the combined tax rate accounts for more than 20% of their 
total sales when adding urban construction tax, education surcharge taxes, land use tax, real estate 
tax, etc. in 2009 since the relevant preferential taxation policies were canceled by the central 
government in January, 2009
35
. Nevertheless, the local governments in different regions introduced 
different preferential tax policies for protecting the local licensed processors after the cancellation, 
so it is hard to identify how much tax rate
36
 that the licensed processors is actually bearing now.   
                                                        
35
 http://www.crra.com.cn/data.asp?class=%BE%AD%D1%E9%D1%D0%BE%BF&id=7347 
Accessed 15
th
, October, 2012 
36
 Tax rate in this research refers to the ratio of taxes to total sales. 
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Revenues 
The revenues of the licensed processors come from two sources: sales of recyclable materials and 
sales of reused parts.  
In addition to low dismantling efficiency, the low recycling rate of ELVs is also regarded as one of 
the problems confronting the licensed processors in China (Kevin Roy Serrona et al., 2010, Wang 
Chengtao et al.2007 ). However, in this research no accurate data have been found to support this 
statement. Yuhong Zhou (2006) stated that the recycling rate of ELVs in the Chinese formal sector 
is no more than 70% .On the other hand, the survey of this research on the licensed processors 
conducted in 2012 shows that the metals recycling rate, the nonmetals recycling rate and the part 
reusing rate varies from 66.67% to 87.50 %, 1.25% to 14.29% and 3.00% to 23.81% respectively 
according to different vehicle types and ages. From the survey data, the average of the metals 
recycling rate, the nonmetals recycling rate, the part reusing rate and the total recycling rate per 
ELV was calculated to be 76.40%, 4.27%, 5.71% and 86.39% respectively (See Table 5).  
According to Auto Market Almanac 2011, the weight loss in the dismantling process due to cutting 
operation, rust etc. and the weight of waste generated from ELV accounts for 5.17% and 3.55% 
respectively in 2010. Based on these data from Auto Market Almanac 2011, the recycling rate of 
ELVs in the formal sector is calculated 91.25% if there is no weight loss in the following processes. 
Besides, in the study of Kevin Roy Serrona, Jeong-soo Yu and Jia Ch (2010), it was said that the 
amount of ASR generation is near zero in China due to the manual dismantling scheme.  
Despite the inconsistency of the data on the recycling rate, two points regarding ELV recycling 
rate can be affirmed. One is that ELVs are mainly recycled for their materials in the Chinese formal 
sector and the reusing rate of ELV parts is low, mainly because the present regulation on ELV 
treatment in China (Decree No.307, 2001) requires that the “five functional assemblies of vehicle” 
including engine, power transmission box, steering, axle and chassis should be destroyed and 
recycled as metal materials. Another one is that the material recycling rate of ELVs in the Chinese 
formal sector is high, because the manual dismantling and separating result in more effective 
classification of material than the mechanical operation. 
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Table 5 Metals Recycling Rate, Nonmetals Recycling Rate and Part Reusing Rate of ELVs in 
the Formal Sector of China 
Type
Age
( years)
Weight
(tons)
Weight of
recycled metal
materials (tons)
Ratio of
recycled metal
materials
Weight of recycled
nonmetal materials
(tons)
Ratio of recycled
nonmetal
materials
Weight of
reused
parts(tons)
Ratio of
reused parts
8 7 5 71.43% 0.3 4.29% 0.3 4.29%
6 5 3.6 72.00% 0.2 4.00% 0.2 4.00%
4 3.5 2.5 71.43% 0.18 5.14% 0.18 5.14%
8 7 6 85.71% 0.1 1.43% 0.25 3.57%
6 4 3.5 87.50% 0.05 1.25% 0.12 3.00%
5 1 0.7 70.00% 0.05 5.00% 0.03 3.00%
15 1.4 0.95 67.86% 0.2 14.29% 0.2 14.29%
12 1.2 0.85 70.83% 0.15 12.50% 0.25 20.83%
11 1.05 0.7 66.67% 0.1 9.52% 0.25 23.81%
Total 31.15 23.8 76.40% 1.33 4.27% 1.78 5.71%
Buses
Trucks
Cars
 
Data source：Survey on licensed processors in 2012 
 
Bei et al. (2009) 
37
 calculated the sales of reused parts of a 1.5 tons end-of-life car accounts for 
19.9% of the total revenue (See Table 8). According to the survey data of 2010 and 2011from 37 
licensed processors, the average of reused parts sales ratio of 37 licensed processors in these two 
years is calculated to be 19.13% (See Table 9). Toyota Tsusho Corporation (2011)`s investigated 
data from licensed ELV treatment processors in three large cities shows that the share of reused 
parts sales vary from 28.57% to 0% among 11 licensed ELV treatment processors in three large 
cities ( See Table 6 ). It is obvious that the share of reused parts sales in Chinese licensed processors 
is quite low, especially comparing to the processors in motorized countries. The share of reused 
parts sales in Showa Metal, Japan whose treatment amount is over 10,000 ELVs is said to be about 
70% according to the interviews of this research in 2012.  
During the interviews with Chinese licensed processor of this research, some licensed processors 
complained that as the limitation become popular, the prices of new parts are decreasing gradually 
and the business of reused vehicle parts has become more difficult these years. Table 7 summarized 
some typical reusable parts sold by the licensed processors, their sale modes, pricing methods and 
usage. It is clear that the mature market for parts from ELVs has not been formed in China, and 
neither unified testing standards for recyclability of parts, nor specific standards and safety 
standards for sold parts from ELVs exist. 
                                                        
37
 貝紹軼主編/周全法・龍少海副主編.2009.汽車報廃拆解与材料回収利用.化学工業出版社,
北京. 
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Table 6 Sales of 11 licensed ELV treatment processors in three large cities 
Iron scrap Resins Other materials Reused parts Total
1 11,000 12000, 42.86% ― 8000, 28.57% 8000, 28.57% 28,000 2545
2 2,000 Over 90% 1% 3% 1% ― ―
3 3,000 16000, 85.56% 200, 1.07% 2000, 10.70% 500, 2.67% 18,700 6233
4 2,100 10,000 4762
5 4,000 Over 90% 1% 5% ― ― ―
6 3,463 80% 10% 10% ― ― ―
7 3,186 95% 3% ― 2% ― ―
8 5,486 85% 10% ― About 5% ― ―
9 12,822 32,000 2496
10 1,663 4250, 80.65% ― 1020, 19.35% ― 5,270 3169
11 2,907 6890, 87.44% ― 290, 3.68% 700, 8.88% 7,880 2711
32,000
Number
Dismantled
ELV
Sales (1,000 RMB, %) Sales per
ELV
10,000
 
Data source: Author`s elaboration based on the investigated data from Toyota Tsusho Corporation 
(2011)
38
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
38 中国における自動車リサイクル事業に関する実施可能性調査報告書(2011-12). 平成 22
年度インフラ・システム輸出促進調査等委託費.経済産業省.委託先:豊田通商株式会社, p.31 
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Table 7 Part Reusing Status of the Licensed ELV Treatment Processors in China 
Type of 
reusable part 
Sale mode Pricing method Usage 
Tires 
●Selling to tire collector or 
tire processor 
●Selling to second hand 
dealer 
According to used tire 
market prices 
Replacement 
part, fuel and 
pavement material 
Flash light and 
Other parts 
●Selling at in-plant exhibit 
space or storage for parts 
●Selling to repair shop 
●Selling to secondhand part 
dealer 
●Selling at owner outlet store 
●Stocking vehicle at garage 
and waiting  for buyer who 
comes for purchase to take 
away the useful parts from 
vehicle 
Negotiating face to face 
taking selling price of 
new-brand and supply of 
the similar type 
Replacement part 
Connecting 
rod, Piston and 
crankshaft 
●Selling to secondhand part 
dealer 
●Selling at owner outlet store 
Source: Author`s elaboration based on hearing with licensed recyclers in August, 2011 and hearing with 
secretary-general Gao Yanli of CRRA in August, 2011 
 
On the other side, the low share of reused part sales indicates that the revenues of the Chinese 
licensed processors mainly come from the sales of recyclable materials in China. The material of 
vehicles mainly consists of iron and steel. According to China Auto Market Almanac 2011, the 
weight of scrap iron and steel is estimated to account for 72% of the total ELV weight in China 
averagely. Accordingly, the sales of recyclable materials are dominated by scrap ferrous metals. 
According to “ELV dismantling and material recycling” (Bei et al., 2009), the sales proportion of 
scrap ferrous metals in a 1.5 tons end-of-life car was calculated to be 71.71% of the total revenue 
and the proportion of other recyclable materials’ sales was calculated to be 8.37%. In Auto Market 
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Almanac 2011, it was estimated that the value of ELV’s recyclable materials was 2997 RMB per 
ton ELV and the value of scrap iron and steel accounted for 62.45% of this total value in 2010
39
.  
Thus, it could be said that the performances of licensed ELV treatment processors in China rely 
heavily on the business conditions of ferrous metal makers. However, the wide price fluctuation in 
the market of scrap ferrous metal is common. Moreover, the structure adjustment in the iron and 
steel industry of China is frequent due to the large number of ferrous metal makers, the low degree 
of concentration, the small product differentiation and the serious overcapacity in China. For 
example, the insufficient domestic demand of China in 2010 leads to the great decrease of the 
purchase price of scrap iron and steel. The price once decreased 40% compared to the same period 
last year. Consequently, the licensed processors were also badly affected.  
In conclusion, the revenue of the licensed ELV treatment processors is relatively unstable due to 
its heavy dependence on recycling iron and steel. It is similar to the experiences of Japanese ELV 
treatment processors.  
 
Profit 
Table 8 shows the calculation of the profit on a 1.5 tons end-of-vehicle car treated by a Chinese 
licensed processor formally.   
This research collected the data for 2010 and 2011 on the treatment amounts and the profit on 
treatment of end-of-life motor vehicles from 37 licensed processors (See Table 9). According to 
them, the average profit from one ELV was calculated 389 RMB. It should be noticed that the profit 
of 434 RMB as shown in Table 8 was calculated by 6% tax rate for sales of reused parts, while the 
profit data provided in Table 9 was calculated by the average tax rate of 4% for the total sales. 
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 China Auto Market Almanac 2011. 2011.China Commercial Press, Beijing.  
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Table 8 Profit Calculation of an End-of-Vehicle Car of Weight 1.5 tons in the Formal Sector 
Category Amount (RMB) Proportion Calculation formula
Sales of scrap iron and steel 2160 71.71% 1.5 ton × 72%(weight ratio) × 2000 RMB/ton
Sales of other materials 252 8.37% 1.5 ton × 14% (weight ratio) × 1200 RMB/ton
Sales of reused parts 600 19.92% 1.5 ton × 8% (weight ratio) × 5000 RMB/ton
Total revenue 3012
Category Amount (RMB) Proportion Calculation formula
Purchase Price 750 29.09% 1.5 ton ×500RMB/ton
Waste disposal costs 15 0.58% 1.5 ton × 6% (weight ratio) × 170 RMB/ton
Transport costs 181 7.02% 3012 RMB(Total revenue) × 6%( its proportion in revenue)
Dismantling costs 843 32.70% 3012 RMB(Total revenue) × 28%( its proportion in revenue)
Management costs 753 29.21% 3012 RMB(Total revenue) × 25%( its proportion in revenue)
Taxes 36 1.40% 600 RMB(Sales of reusable parts) × 6% (Tax rate)
Total expenses 2578
Total amount (RMB)
Proportion of the
total expenses
Proportion of the
total revenue
Amount per ton (RMB/ton)
434 16.83% 14.41% 289
Profit
Expenses
Revenues
 
Data source: The weight ratios, the proportion of different types of costs in revenue, the unit prices and 
the tax rate are all from “ELV dismantling and material recycling” edited by Bei (2009) 
40
. Other data 
were calculated by author. 
 
Note: The data source of “ELV dismantling and material recycling” is unclear, but the weight ratio of 
scrap iron and steel is consist with the data from China Auto Market Almanac 2011, and the purchase 
price of ELVs is agreed with the field investigations. Hiraiwa (2009)
41
 guessed they are the average 
calculation of the sample data from licensed processors in Beijing. 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
40貝紹軼主編/周全法・龍少海副主編.2009.汽車報廃拆解与材料回収利用.化学工業出版社,
北京. 
41 平岩幸弘.2009. “中国における廃車買取価格について(前).”月刊整備界  40(8): 26-31. 
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Table 9 Operation statements of 37 Chinese licensed ELV treatment processors 
Number Year
Number of
collected end-of-
life motor vehicle
Total sales of products
from end-of-life motor
vehicles (1,000 RMB)
Sales of reused
parts (1,000 RMB)
Sales ratio
of reused
parts
Profit on treatment of
end-of-life motor
vehicles(1,000 RMB)
Aomount of tax
payment (1,000
RMB)
2010 1861 2220 ― ― 180 380
2011 1039 2570 ― ― 190 520
2010 1308 2930 ― ― -13 273
2011 1006 1540 ― ― 10 440
2010 3054 6030 1025 17.00% 9 323
2011 2900 5740 984 17.14% 22 266
2010 869 3616 25 0.69% 205 6.015
2011 1432 3840.2 43 1.12% 231 6.245
2010 5804 3700 515 13.92% 170 410
2011 3680 3150 520 16.51% 200 500
2010 150 1050 200 19.05% 250 100
2011 511 1230 300 24.39% 300 200
2010 1205 3822 285 7.46% 40.2 649.7
2011 3065 2908 204 7.02% 11 494.4
2010 537 780 130 16.67% -190 34.7
2011 799 870 170 19.54% -117 41.9
2010 1130 1080 410 37.96% 610 33
2011 1091 790 360 45.57% 400 24
2010 795 576 40 6.94% 152 41
2011 529 430 30 6.98% 81 30
2010 114 512 ― ― 46 24
2011 463 1868 ― ― 93 69
2010 679 1539 516.8 33.58% 193 48
2011 589 1582 594.5 37.58% 132 53
13 2011 578 2529 ― ― -113 29
2010 519 7200 1520 21.11% 380 22
2011 892 10150 3360 33.10% 520 31
2010 531 3000 140 4.67% 300 28
2011 952 5900 180 3.05% 520 35
2010 380 1075 ― ― 13 100
2011 655 1320 ― ― 40 120
2010 890 4800 1200 25.00% 800 120
2011 1062 5100 1500 29.41% 1200 150
2010 890 4800 1200 25.00% 800 120
2011 1062 5100 1500 29.41% 1200 150
2010 551 35000 200 0.57% 720 200
2011 12220 67000 300 0.45% 1400 420
2010 811 2430 350 14.40% 1800 80
2011 1125 2800 380 13.57% 2010 100
2010 596 4270 205 4.80% 170.8 122.3
2011 591 3700 500 13.51% 148 107.7
2010 269 1614 580 35.94% 105 14.8
2011 308 1580 450 28.48% 89 12.1
2010 269 1600 500 31.25% 110 18
2011 308 1450 400 27.59% 85 14
2010 547 3650 ― ― 350 ―
2011 639 4300 ― ― 600 ―
2010 462 1800 300 16.67% 150 80
2011 536 1200 250 20.83% 142 60
2010 1330 5080 680 13.39% 1200 158
2011 1095 4160 569 13.68% 987 196
2010 1047 8670 890 10.27% 1130 90
2011 729 6020 810 13.46% 840 60
2010 653 1300 200 15.38% 500 38
2011 549 650 150 23.08% 280 19.5
2010 944 2361 420 17.79% -12 132
2011 2767 3480 480 13.79% 30 420
2010 629 1574 280 17.79% -8 88
2011 1845 2310 320 13.85% 20 280
30
21
22
23
24
25
6
1
2
3
4
5
26
27
28
29
20
14
15
16
17
18
19
7
8
9
10
11
12
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 (Continue) 
Number Year
Number of
collected end-of-
life motor vehicle
Total sales of products
from end-of-life motor
vehicles (1,000 RMB)
Sales of reused
parts (1,000 RMB)
Sales ratio
of reused
parts
Profit on treatment of
end-of-life motor
vehicles(1,000 RMB)
Aomount of tax
payment (1,000
RMB)
2010 989 2060 ― ― 2 69.8
2011 414 4800 ― ― 1.2 152.7
2010 1284 4600 900 19.57% 200 32
2011 1409 4900 850 17.35% 180 31
2010 1231 2785 1130 40.57% 450 110
2011 1808 2650 1020 38.49% 380 200
2010 729 220 100 45.45% 600 120
2011 856 180 100 55.56% 800 180
2010 572 7500 150 2.00% 600 500
2011 866 8300 200 2.41% 800 700
2010 737 690 120 17.39% 590 60
2011 1023 6940 720 10.37% 6870 1770
37 2011 302 3090 ― ― 309 ―
Sum 86061 322061.2 31456.3 33494.2 12507.86
36
31
32
33
34
35
 
Data source: Survey on 37 licensed ELV treatment processors in China conducted in 2012 
 
Note: Motor vehicle here includes not only car, bus and truck, but also special operation vehicle, 
low-speed three-wheel truck and motorcycle. 
 
From the data above, it is clear that the profit of the formal licensed ELV treatment processors in 
China is very low. Since the treatment amount of 60% Chinese licensed processors is below 1000 
vehicles per year, it could be estimated roughly that the annual profit of Chinese major licensed 
processors is around 400 thousand RMB presently.  
 
Existing Problems and Future Challenges Confronting the Chinese Formal ELV 
Treatment sector  
Based on the above analysis, this research summarized the existing problems and future challenges 
confronting the formal sector as follows. 
 This research found that there are four salient problems existing in the formal sector.   
First and foremost, the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector depends on the government too much. 
In another words, the planned economy left a deep scar on the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector. 
First, the establishment of the formal sector is based on the government’s documents and most of 
the licensed processors are state-owned or controlled by the state-owned enterprises. Moreover, 
their source of ELVs is mainly guaranteed by the government sector and the government’s policies. 
The majority of ELVs passing into the formal sector commonly is from state-owned unities which 
need discarding certification to renew, while the initiative of the owners to deliver ELVs relies on 
the subsidy policy of government to improve. In addition, the upgrade of the licensed processors in 
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the formal sector also depends greatly on the financial support from government. According to the 
interviews, many licensed processors just expect more preferential policies from government but do 
not show much initiative on improving the competiveness ability by themselves. 
The second problem is the low specialized division level in the Chinese formal sector which is 
considered as a result of the first problem mentioned above. Not only are there almost no 
professional shredders but also the processors focusing on treating one particular type of ELVs are 
deficient (most licensed processors treat almost all types of ELVs). In addition, the license 
processors are short of professional equipments and facilities in general. The classification of 
recyclable products is also crude. Recyclable products on the site of most processors are piling up 
in confusion. In general, digital management of relevant information of the products has not been 
applied yet.  
The third one is the abnormal market of recycled parts from ELVs. There is no uniform pricing 
mechanism for recycled parts from ELVs in the Chinese formal sector. The national sales network 
of automobile recycled parts like Japan has also not formed yet. There is no mature transaction 
market of recycled parts in the formal sector. In many cases, reused parts are sold at random prices 
casually negotiated by buyer and seller in the operating areas. Only price of the new-brand and 
supply position of the part being sold are taken into account. Neither unified testing standards for 
recyclability of parts, nor specific standards and safety standards exist for recycled parts. 
 Last but not least, the environmental problems in the formal sector are serious. Although a few 
licensed processors have been upgraded and meet the standards of environmental protection under 
the financial support of government, a majority of processors have taken none or very little 
environmental countermeasures. In addition, the common processing technologies adopted in the 
formal sector are usually pollutant. Therefore, the overall level of environmental protection in the 
Chinese formal treatment sector is still at an extremely low level.   
The future challenges which the formal sector is possible to face in the future are analyzed as 
follows. 
First, the proportion of private ELVs passing into the formal sector is very small at present, while 
the private vehicles have increased rapidly year by year in China. This research believes that if the 
ELV purchase price stays low in the formal sector, it is hard for the formal sector to get the ELV 
source from these private vehicles.  
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Second, the processing mode based on handwork is considered difficult to continue as labor costs 
increasing. Because of low treatment amount, the licensed ELV processors in China prefer to rely 
on cheaper manual operation, unwilling to improve mechanization level. However, the population 
bonus of China has already shown a declining trend. As “Demographic dividend (Low-cost labor）” 
disappearing gradually and treatment amount increasing, the advantage of manual processing 
methods in the formal sector will be losing. Hence, this research believes that low mechanization 
level and high labor cost will lead to severe challenges for the Chinese formal ELV treatment sector 
in the near future. 
Third, it is considered in this research that the recovery model based on metal recycling is 
incompatible with the development of vehicle. Although the recycling of metal material in the 
formal sector is effective, the recycling rate of other materials cannot be said high. As lightweight, 
intelligent and electrification technology as well as new materials in vehicle are being widely 
adopted, the current model will be difficult to ensure the achievement of 95% recycling rate target. 
To keep the development of ELV recycling technology catch up with the development of vehicle, 
the participant of vehicle manufacturer in ELV treatment is considered necessary. However, as 
mentioned before the vehicle manufacturers in China are reluctant to enter the ELV treatment 
industry currently. So it was also identified a future challenge in this research. 
 
